Columbia/Harvard Master’s Thesis Colloquium
Marshall Shulman Seminar Room, 1219 IAB
Friday April 26, 2019
2:00pm-5:00pm

Jennifer Ginsburg, Columbia University, The Strategic Use of Nationalist Rhetoric in Russia and Serbia

Nini Arshakuni, Harvard University, Resisting Russia: Why Georgia Clashed with the Regional Hegemon while Armenia and Azerbaijan Did Not

Christian Amos, Columbia University, Explaining the Variety of Local Memorialisation in Ukraine after Euromaidan

Max Vani, Harvard University, Variance Across Visegrad: Assessing Central Europe’s Diverging Responses to Strategic Challenges in Its Eastern Neighborhood

Alice Dunaway, Columbia University, Romanian Attitudes Towards Communism as Represented Through Scenes of Sexual Violence in Romanian Cinema

Kristin Torres, Harvard University, Laughter in the Dark: 'The President's Vacation' (2018) as filmic anecdote

3:30-3:45 BREAK

Tinatin Japaridze, Columbia University, Cyber Sovereignty and a New Digital World Order

James Browning, Harvard University, Empire’s Shadow: Revolutionary Identity in February Russia, 1917

Katya Balakireva, Columbia University, Uzbek Immigrants in New York. Building a Transnational Community

Olga Kuzmina, Harvard University, Bed, Banya and Beyond: Creating the Communal Economy in 1920s Moscow

Gulya Tleganova, Columbia University, Chinese Repression in Xinjiang and Implications for Kazakh Foreign Policy

5:00 RECEPTION